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 Challenges (=problems) and plans
 What next?
BUILDING A REPOSITORY
 2013 – First installation of DSpace 2.0 without a public 
domain – we begun to play with data
 Testing – seminar papers from the Faculty of Textile Engineering of
the TUL in Prostějov
 Attempts to import thesis from the library database system
 Dividing DSpace to collections/sections for faculties and different 
types of documents
 2014 – A public domain https://dspace.tul.cz/
 The Journal of Special Education 
http://dspace.specpeda.cz/
 2018 – Last update of DSpace, version 6.3
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A CHANGE OF THE CONTENT STRUCTURE
Nová struktura:
http://dspace.tul.cz/
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THESIS – A HISTORY OF STORAGING AND 
ACCESSING
 Until 2006 – a study room for accessing thesis – physical
specimens available for inspection (last 5 years, remaining
from 1956 in a depot)
 2005-2011 – massive digitization of thesis – from 2004 to 
1990 scaned by scanners from Elsyst (Atlas), older thesis by 
ADF scanners – all in PDF - a study room with an allocated 
secure computer network with an access to digitized texts
 Since 2006 thesis also on CDs
 2010 a change to a new library system 
KPWinSQL (now Verbis) - 2011 connection
with STAG (a Study information system)
THESIS - HISTORY
1956 2005
paper version
2018
paper version + CD + STAG STAG only
SUBMISSION
20112006
ACCESSING
a study room for accessing thesis (last 5 years)
2019
a study room with 
an allocated secure 
computer network
DSpace+ Verbis
DIGITALIZATION
from 2004 backwards
THESIS – DEVELOPMENT OF THIS DECADE
 Thesis – 2014 begun „handheld“ fil l ing tables with data from
l ibrary system imports into DSpace and manual upload of full 
texts into DSpace
 2015 – shredding of paper thesis from 1956 to 1995 (in total 
11 773 thesis), all in Dspace, one external disc (PDF, PDF/A) 
and some of them are stored on UDO discs
 2018 – submission of paper thesis and CDs has been
canceled – only to STAG
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THESIS – CURRENT STATUS
 Thesis from STAG directly to DSpace, metadata from DSpace to 
Verbis
 Metadata STAG=DSpace, metadata are modified in Verbis according 
to l ibrary standards and records in Dspace are enriched with subject 
headings from Verbis
 Thesis are searchable in Portaro (OPAC),
where you can find links to full  texts in
DSpace
 Access – almost all  thesis are freely 
accessible, apart of exceptions approved 
under §47b (4) of the Higher Education Act 
and amending and supplementing other acts
CHALLENGES AND PLANS
 Data checking in STAG – faulty files
 Absence of unique personal identifiers across the TUL 
information systems (including DSpace)
 Duplicity after import of thesis from several sources
 Setting statistics of current DSpace version
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PUBLICATION ACTIVITIES – CURRENT 
STATUS
 Connection with the system https://publikace.tul.cz/
 Data has been sent to Result Information Register since 2015 
 Only one-time import into Dspace
 Checking alerts from Web of Science and SCOPUS
 Automation of data harvesting from the 
publication.tul.cz system including full 
texts without duplicities
 Missing TUL line support
QUESTIONS?
Thank you for your attention.
